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velocity Is comparatively small the atoms of a monatomic gas
like argon cannot capture a negatively electrified corpuscle,
I have found two cases In which the molecule has occurred
with a negative charge, the first of these is carbon. When the
discharge tube contains such gases as CH4, COS, CO where
there are no bonds between two carbon atoms In the molecule,
we find negatively charged carbon atoms but no negatively
charged molecules. When, however, we use compounds such as
acetylene H - C = C - H,
H\	/H
ethylene H\C = C/H , or ethane H—C - C—H ,
H/	\H	H/	\H
where, according to the usual interpretation of the constitution
of these bodies there are bonds between two carbon atoms In the
molecule, then we find molecules as well as atoms of carbon with
the negative charge. This Is a very Interesting result as It shows
(l) that there are strong forces between two carbon atoms In a
molecule of the compound, forces strong enough to keep them
united when the compound molecule is split up ; (2) that the
corpuscles in the constituent atoms of the carbon molecule
have considerable mobility, i.e. that the pair of carbon atoms
Is not saturated in the sense that a pair of atoms of hydrogen
or nitrogen are saturated when they form a molecule. These
conclusions are in good agreement with chemical theory.
With benzene vapour in the discharge tube I have found, In
addition to negatively charged atoms or molecules, negatively
charged triplets containing three carbon atoms. I have some-
times thought that in this case I could see indications of a line
corresponding to four carbon atoms with a negative charge,
but the line has always been so exceedingly faint that I cannot
be sufficiently certain of the accuracy of the measurement to
be quite sure that It was due to C4.
The other case in which  I have observed a negatively

